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Ceramic tile and 
modern technological 
levity 

If we were to ask ourselves which material represents modernity in 
architecture it is hardly likely that ceramic tile would come to mind . 
The image of the Modern Movement . as an international style. is forged 
in 1931 with the book by Johnson and Hitchcock : smooth white prisms , 
great squashed perforations . large spans of glass in metal frames. 
This is an architecture that sees itself in technology and recreates 
in novel nautical style the objectivity of the engineer and big 
industry. that of a lightweight . precise and clean construction of 
metal panels and laminated glass . 

But . examined crosswise. the figuration of this brief period of 
avant-garde reveals a much richer modernity_ iew movements have been 
more multiform . given that its unifying principle. spiritual sincerity 
- the rejection of historicist imposture. of the superficiality of 
purely personal taste - is non-figurative. Thus, in Germany . the 
Expressionist Movement . as F . Hoger shows in his Chile-Haus (1923) or 
Behrens shows in the Hochster office building (1920-24). finds in 
ceramics the material with which to build a vibrant architecture 
without relying on applied ornamentation, And, in Holland. Dudok and 
de Klerk defend as part of objectivity leaving bare the bricks with 
which they erect their works. 

Given this diversity, as well as the versatility of the material 
itself . it would be a long, arduous endeavour to give a complete 
picture of the use of ceramics in modern architecture. Thus . by way of 
an approach, we shall examine the architectures of the great masters 
(Le Corbusier. Mies van der Rohe and Aalto) to see how its use was 
reinvented (structure , ribbing and cladding) over the course of the 
20,h century . 

Le Corbusier is the prime representative of modernity as an 
avant-garde. especially in his architecture from the twenties, and the 
white perfection of his houses from this early period speak more of 
technological aspiration than of any reality . The exact prisms conceal 
an ordinary construction, and the ceramic materials, material from a 
bygone era, are hidden, He moves beyond this purist ideality in the 
thirties, with the recognition of the complexity of what is real . 
Thus . the rubble walls of the Week-end house in La CelIe Saint-Cloud 
(1935) or the brickwork on the Jaoul houses (1952-56) are e xposed for 
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wha~ ~hey are. Bu~ the technological novel~y that remains foremost in 
Le Corbusier's mind is reinforced concrete . And his walls. whether of 
rubble or brick. are always conceived as a mass whose component parts 
have no individuality. Each piece. whether irregular or geometrically 
precise. vanishes within the general abstract pattern. emerging only 
as texture . In the Sarabhai house (1955) . the lines tha~ define the 
bays through which the spaces flow are materialized on two different 
levels. ceramic material and reinforced concrete . depending on their 
structural function. which introduces varie~y in colours and textures : 
nonetheless they are part of a single conceptual plan . 

The modern ideality of Hies is not so technological as it is 
spiritual . despite ~he appearances of his latter works . and is closely 
linked with the German Expressionist scene of his youth. I n one of his 
firs~ modern projects. the brick house (1923) . in contrast to the 
struc~ural preoccupation of the reinforced concrete house (1924) . the 
thick lines centre only on the spatial and compositional exploration . 
It seems similar to the rationalized Expressionism of De Stijl . but as 
in the monument to Rosa Luxemburg (1926) . the abstract geometry is 
brought to life by the concretion of the forthright ceramic text ure . 

When redrawing this same house. probably by then in the US. each 
of the bricks that comprise the walls is defined . They are afforded 
the same individuality as the sections of the marble cladding on the 
Barcelona Pavilion (1928-29) . They make up a whole in which each of 
~he pieces is regarded as a perfect element : from the mass . in a 
generic technology . ~o a joining of pieces . in a specific technology . 

Where this process becomes most evident is in the lIT campus 
buildings (1938-58). The structure is a metalwo r k web that . due to 
technological imperatives and in contrast with the first projects , does 
not the set back ~he columns but rather locates them flush wi th the 
fa~ade . Thus . the ceramic work . necessarily fill-in. is treated like a 
panel , like something that is inser~ed. Like the carpentery work. it 
might have been manufactured at the factory and then fitted on site . 
This reading is what the details offer . ~he joining that clearly 
delimits the perimeter and frees it from the struc~ural framework . 

But this seeming technological novelty is no such thing ; it had 
originated in Chicago . in answer to the need to cover metals structures 
with lightweight. fireproof elements . In the works of Sullivan . terra
cotta, thanks to its plasticity . serves his architectural theory in 
the ornamental unity that runs unbroken over the entire building from 
base to cornice. The singularity of Mies lies in introducing spirit ual 
sincerity into the technology. in exposing the application of the 
ceramics . And this is what Renzo Piano would take to its highest 
expression . on the fa~ade of ~he IRCAM (1988-90) . by suspending within 
a meta l framework each of the ceramic pieces ~hat comprise the panel . 
The pieces appear individually. with open joints . for each one bears 
only its own weight. 
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Aalta, unlike Mies . does not start from Expressionism to then 
avail himself of technology in order to empty it of all but i ts 
spirituality . His first modern works almost coincide with the early 
thirties . with the realist critique of the technological utopia . and 
the acceptance of the surrealist influence. The expression is not 
so much the fruit of the individual artist as it is of the collective 
unconscious, of the acceptance of the raw materials of tradition 
and of their contrast with modern technological elements . And the 
sincerity is also analogy . and it avoids the inconsistency of 
affirming contemporaneousness through an unnecessary visual dep l oyment 
of technology . 

We might speculate on the influence of the Nordic vernacular 
tradition . of the timber constructions whose total covering conceals 
the structure. and where each element maintains an individuality that 
manifests itself in a tectonically textured whole . The fact is that 
those elements that originally appear discreetly inside Rationalist 
buildings . for example . the ceramic pipe lattice of the e xhibition 
pavilions (1937-39) , end up encompassing the totality . The rich 
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texture offered by the diversity of brick patterns in the courtyard 
of his summer home (1953) is an early . timid demonstration of what . 
in subsequent buildings . assumes openly the role of cladding . both in 
interiors - the fasciculated effect of the glazed ceramic half pipes 
covering the central parts of the columns - and in exteriors . on the 
Seinajoki Town Hall (1961-65) . 

Glazed ceramic tiles have been accepted by modern architecture. 
Their capacity to reflect and create a vibrant surface lends them 
a life of their own , mobile and lightweight. In the Barcelona 
Tuberculosis Sanatorium (1934-36) . by Sert . Torres Clave and Subirana , 
they clad those partitions to lend them etherealness , to express the 
continuity of the space under the piloti. This is what Coderch 
resorted to in his flat block in Barceloneta (1951) . where large 
stretches of the fa~ade are also covered in glazed tiles . showi ng 
themselves to be as light as the shutters that accompany them. And i n 
the French Ins titut~ (1972) or . more so . in the Giraso l Building 
(1966) the cerami c panels are arranged in vertical courses . so as to 
imply that the enclosure is a fine layer without weight-bear i ng 
capacity . and it da ngles below the first-floor slab . to show just 
how flimsy it is . But it is Utzon . in his Sydney Opera House (1957) . 
who makes a more forthright use of this capacity . The forms that he 
had imagined as fine shells of reinforced concrete were eventually 
built as a series of thick voussoirs covered in glazed ceramic plates , 
the shade of Chinese porcelain , to achieve the original lightness . 
the ideal technological levity of modern architecture. 
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